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This series of notes is my instinctive way of both staying connected and, in some small way, making a 
contribution to fellow yogabase community members, and others, during this period.  While we may be 
separated physically from our class and community, the thread of connection remains in knowing that as 
practitioners of Iyengar yoga we are part of something that is much bigger than ourselves.


While there is a natural explosion of online class opportunities, be willing also to use this time as a 
wonderful opportunity to work with the ‘teacher within’.  Irrespective of your level of experience, have 
confidence in what you already know and use these four weeks, or longer, as a gift to bring a different 
focus to your yoga practice, or to make a start on practicing at home.


Come to your mat, or designated space, with a willingness to explore, to experiment, and to play.  Don’t 
be hesitant if this is a newer experience for you.  Have faith in your  trained teachers and the methodology 
of practice so generously shared by B.K.S. Iyengar, Guruji.  You will know a lot more than you give yourself 
credit for.  Trust in yourself and remember it is about your experience of the asana, and of the breath, 
rather than having any concerns of the need to get it ‘right’. 


How do you work with the teacher within?  The first step is as simple as getting on the mat - it might be 
one asana, it may be 10 minutes or 2 hours.  The duration is not the point here, what is important is the 
quality of attention we bring to our practice.  In asana practice we work with the eyes open.  Guruji has 
said that ‘the eyes teach you the art of action’.  Geetaji has explained this by saying ‘what we can see, we 
can adjust.’   So, just look, and then look again.  Without judgement, or seeking perfection, perhaps just 
starting to note a pattern, but primarily just looking as a means of being involved, remaining interested.


This initial view with the seeing eye is the view of the tangible body.  In yoga terms this is the first of the 
five layers or kosas of the body, the physical body.  This first layer is called the Annamayakosa, but I will 
introduce a little more on these layers in later notes or the class situation - whichever comes first.  I share 
these words of Geeta’s from an article in Yoga Rahasya.  Vol 14.  No 3. 2007. 

“Say hello to the thigh, make sure the thigh is lengthening, then pause.  Say hello to the knee, make sure 
the knee is opening, and don’t go further until it does.”

. 
We can add more depth and subtlety to this seeing once we start to direct our awareness, our vision, 
inside.  While this is a skill that is developed and refined over time, it is not just available to the mature 
practitioner.  It is an experience we are all capable of from very early on in our yoga practice.


There are numerous ways of describing and encouraging this inner vision leading to inner awareness, and 
the following are just a few examples from Geetaji that particularly resonate with me:  ‘Peep inside.’                
‘We need to look where?  Everywhere.’              ‘You need to be with you - stay with you.’


A thread in Prashant Iyengar’s teaching in Pune December 2019, was the need for narration and self 
commentary in our own practice as a means of becoming involved.  He explained that “….it is vital to 
develop the literacy of yoga, and to do this we need to be silently speaking.”  A way of introducing 
narration into your practice over this time could be the following:

- Work with 2 or 3 asanas you are familiar with, select no more than 3 actions you can recall, and silently 

speak these actions.  Let the awareness go to the body part where the current action is.

- If you find it easier, speak the words out loud.  Silently speaking will come more naturally with practice.  

I’m sure many will find that this is a method they already subconsciously work with.

- With practice start to include in your commentary, not only actions, but also responses to actions.  

When I do this - this happens.  This approach develops interest and  we find ourselves drawn deeper 
into the practice with a developing sense of  enquiry. 


During a talk in Pune July 2018, Abhijata Iyengar said the following about her beloved grandfather:

“He lived everything he taught, and when he taught yoga, there was always an undercurrent of how to live.” 

Let us use our yoga practice during this time of isolation to look within - to make inner connections - and 
to translate this inner sensitivity  to an awareness of how we think of and treat others. 

 

Take care my fellow yogis and use your practice as a means to support you and give courage at this time.  


